have. In other words, one person is getting a tax break
that others do not. We have dozens of these tax exemptions in our tax code. Anyway, now is a good time for
these people to give up their tax benefit and pay their
fair share like everyone else. So the battle began, it was
amazing to listen to testimony from people defending
their tax breaks. These are some comments we heard:
everyone was going to go out of business, jobs would be lost, and
basically the sky would fall. No one said thank you for givThis session required hard decisions that had to be
ing us these tax breaks for all of these years, I know the
made. But upon reflection, every legislative session will state is in trouble, it is time that I pay taxes like everyrequire hard decision making, so this criterion shouldn't one else.
be an excuse for poor accomplishments. Based on that
thought:
Well, getting back to our session, we achieved a temporary suspension of a few tax preferences. For this I beI would give the Legislature a grade of
lieve we deserve an "A."
"A." I know a lot of you may disagree,
but I feel that we identified the probOn the other side of the equation, we made cuts to prolems and did not retreat into a state of grams. I would like to give us high marks for this. Some
denial. Had we done that, we would
people believe that we didn't cut enough, in fact some
people would want to believe that we can cut governhave deserved an "F." Knowing the
ment down to zero. Actually we can, but I wonder if
mission before us, we struck out to solve the problem
these people would want to live or could survive in that
and identify the solutions available to us. From a planning standpoint, I would give ourselves a "B"; we could kind of society. I visited undeveloped areas of the worldwhere you cannot even drink the water, walk out of the
have gotten an "A" if we had better communications
hotel grounds without an escort, where medical care is
and collaboration with the Senate. The marching orders nonexistent, or where you could get killed just as easily
were well stated from House leadership, no broad-based by a car or an insect! Hey, even these places have some
tax increases (GET.) In past sessions, we raised the in- form of government!
come tax, transient accommodations tax, tobacco tax,
and fuel taxes. We took as much as we could from spe- This session was an unusual session that we had three
different budgets to consider. The first was the budget
cial funds and cut over a billion dollars from expendifrom the prior administration, second was the budget
tures. Remember furlough Fridays, shortened school
from the current administration and the third was the
days, coqui frogs, and rats in Chinatown…so what can
one we adopted which was drafted by the legislature.
we do now? We took a hard look at special interests;
these are the businesses that got tax preferences from us The bottom line is the budget we adopted calls for less
spending than the others. Some may rejoice in this fact,
before and made this as the bases of our financial plan.
but let's not be in denial. This budget will not reflect
For this I would give the House an “A+.”
the kind of society that we strive to live in.
So what are tax preferences? Simple, a preference is
when one person gets a privilege that another doesn't
When my daughter attended Noelani Elementary
School, a teacher introduced her to a self-assessment
technique which basically entailed grading oneself. I
used this evaluation method for years at my firm. It
gives the evaluee an opportunity to reflect on what was
accomplished and the evaluator an opinion from another
perspective. I will use this system to evaluate our past
legislative session.
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The Manoa Neighborhood Security
Watch Program is a collection of individual neighborhood security watches organized all over Manoa Valley to help improve
residential security. The NSW program is
sponsored by the Honolulu Police Department (HPD) and relies on citizen participation and involvement to help bring awareness
and to protect their neighborhoods.
If you are interested in joining or forming a Manoa
NSW, contact Carole from the office of
Rep. Isaac Choy for more information at 586-8475.
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